Recommender Systems (RS) may behave differently depending on the characteristics of the input data, encouraging the development of Hybrid Filtering (HF). There are few works in the literature that explicitly characterize aspects of the input data and how they can lead to better HF solutions. Such work is limited to the scope of combination of Collaborative Filtering (CF) solutions, using only rating prediction accuracy as an evaluation criterion. However, it is known that RS also need to consider other evaluation criteria, such as novelty and diversity, and that HF involving more than one approach can lead to more effective solutions. In this work, we begin to explore this under-investigated area, by evaluating different HF strategies involving CF and Content-Based (CB) approaches, using a variety of data characteristics as extra input data, as well as different evaluation criteria. We found that the use of data characteristics in HF proved to be useful when considering different evaluation criteria. This occurs in spite of the fact that the experimented methods aim at minimizing only the rating prediction errors, without considering other criteria.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender Systems (RS) (Jannach et al., 2010; Ricci et al., 2011) have gained significant attention over the past decades due to information overload regarding the items available to users. There exist several RS approaches proposed in the literature. The most commonly known ones are Collaborative Filtering (CF), Content-Based Filtering (CB), and Hybrid Filtering (HF). Knowing that each approach has strengths and weaknesses, HF has as core principle to combine such strengths while minimizing the weaknesses, regardless of the type of combination and approaches exploited (Burke, 2002; Burke, 2007) .
In search for more effective results, some authors started to exploit alternative sources of information as additional features to obtain a more profitable combination. In particular, two works (Bao et al., 2009; Sill et al., 2009 ) have developed HF methods using characteristics of the input data (hereinafter meta-feature) as additional features. These meta-features are designed to measure some implicit characteristics of the input data, such as the amount of data (e.g., number of ratings), temporal relations (e.g., number of different dates on which a user has provided ratings) and relationships between items (e.g., number of items with high similarity with a particular item).
Those solutions focus mainly on the combination of CF approaches. Perhaps even more importantly, they focus on the analysis of only one dimension of the problem: the rating prediction accuracy. However, the literature in RS has recognized that several aspects are important for recommendation besides prediction accuracy, especially those based on ranked lists, such as relevance, novelty and diversity. Despite their similarities, a comparison of these works was not found in the literature.
To summarize, despite the diverse behaviors, few RS make use of meta-features, exploiting a limited number of alternatives regarding the exploitation of different approaches and various facets of the problem (i.e., different evaluation criteria). Thus, this work provides some novel contributions to this field by performing an extensive experiment on the use of metafeatures in HF. We evaluate solutions considering a large number of alternatives in order to better understand the impact of the use of meta-features in RS in a multicriteria analysis. In particular, we try to answer the following research question: are the meta-features really useful for HF when considering different eval-uation criteria?
In our empirical analysis we answered the research question observing that the use of metafeatures in HF solutions proved useful when considering different evaluation criteria. As a consequence, we can highlight the need to deepen the research in this area in future works, developing new multi-objective methods that use meta-features to obtain better results taking into account several objectives simultaneously. We also observed a distinct behavior for all experimented datasets when comparing the different RS approaches, confirming that the algorithms are influenced in different forms by the input data characteristics and that HF remains not omnipotent despite the improvements obtained with the use of meta-features.
The main contributions of this work are:
• A comprehensive analysis of the impact of metafeatures in HF solutions, considering many alternatives and aspects of the recommendation problem.
• The definition of a set of meta-features which covers the main characteristics of CF and CB input data.
• The definition of an effective experimental strategy for the evaluation of methods that use metafeatures.
• Making available the datasets used in the experiments composed of the original data and the additional processed data 1 .
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works. Section 3 presents the formal definition of meta-features and the algorithms explored. Section 4 presents the resources, settings, and the experimental strategy applied. Section 5 discusses the experimental results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
In this section we review related works, starting with studies regarding the importance of the input data characteristics and the use of different evaluation criteria. Thereafter, we deal with works concerning the use of meta-features in HF solutions to improve recommendation results. (Breese et al., 1998) , (Herlocker et al., 2004) , and (Gunawardana and Shani, 2009 ), compared the predictive accuracy of various CF methods, in distinct domains. In their results, they highlighted that the best algorithm depends on specific factors, such as application domain, the number of users, items, and ratings, and the rating value scale. (Adomavicius and Zhang, 2012) investigated the impact of rating meta-features on CF algorithms. The strategy applied was based on a sampling procedure, selecting samples with different metric values. They conclude that rating meta-features may, in fact, impact the CF approaches' accuracy, underlining that a bigger rating space size and higher data density produces a positive effect, while a larger standard deviation incurs in a negative effect. (Herlocker et al., 2004 ) also observed that another important factor is the evaluation objective, considering that, in some cases, the goal is to improve the accuracy in predicting ratings. In others, it is how the system influences the users' satisfaction. (McNee et al., 2006) highlighted the importance of usercentric evaluation instead of just accuracy. Accordingly, some authors developed methods to increase the diversity of the recommendations (Ziegler et al., 2005; Zhang and Hurley, 2008) and some recent works apply optimization techniques to address multiple goals simultaneously (Ribeiro et al., 2014; Zuo et al., 2015; Geng et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016) .
The best two teams in the Netflix Prize made use of Weighted HF. Among these works, (Sill et al., 2009) proposed the Feature-Weighted Linear Staking (FWLS). They combined a variety of meta-features calculated from the available ratings and several purely CF algorithms using standard linear regression methods and evaluating the results according to the prediction accuracy. (Bao et al., 2009) proposed another Weighted HF strategy using meta-features -the STacking Recommendation Engines with Additional Meta-features (STREAM). Although the authors report the exploration of CF and CB, the use of content is restricted to the users' and items' neighborhood definition, predicting the ratings based on CF approaches. They concluded that the use of different meta-features reached similar prediction accuracy as those obtained using only the number of ratings.
To summarize, the aforementioned works demonstrate that RS are somewhat influenced by metafeatures and its use in HF was effective to produce better prediction accuracy and the importance of considering different criteria. However, all of them have limitations regarding the use of meta-features, the RS strategies used and the evaluation criteria applied. In this sense, we believe that we provide the most comprehensive evaluation reported so far to better understand how RS behaves regarding all these aspects.
META-FEATURES AND ALGORITHMS
A key issue in the present work is the definition of meta-features capable of characterizing the input data and the selection of algorithms that help find the answer to our research question. Thus, this section describes the meta-features and algorithms explored in this work in three subsections. Subsection 3.1 describes the meta-features. Subsection 3.2 presents the Individual algorithms used to build the input features for HF solutions. In Subsection 3.3 the HF strategies are described.
Meta-features
To define the meta-features, some issues must be observed: (i) in CF, the input is a rating matrix mapping the user satisfaction about items. Additionally, the date and time definition of ratings can be provided. Thus, the characteristics would be related to the number of ratings involved, the distribution of their values, and their date definition; and (ii) in CB, the input is a set of items' attributes that can be defined by structured and unstructured data and a set of preferred items by users. Thus, the characteristics would be related to the volume of the content available and similarity measures calculated for such contents. We exploit a set of meta-features able to characterize the input data regarding all aforementioned aspects related to CF and CB approaches in a broad scope but with a minimal number of meta-features. Table 1 lists the meta-features, their types and short descriptions. Formalization and details are given below.
The computation of the meta-features was formalized to get a set where each value is related to an element in Equation 1. 
where: D is the input data; σ e is a selection function applied on D for the element e, which can be a user or an item; δ is a measure calculated for the selected subset of the input data; and Σ is a function, which might be count, average, logarithm, etc., calculated for each element e.
COUNTSIZE aims to quantify the size of the content available. It is based on the number of tokens (i.e. processed words) extracted from the textual attribute values.
COSINE, DICE, and JACCARD aim to quantify similarities between the element e and other elements, using of the Cosine Similarity (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) , the Dice Coefficient (Adar et al., 2009) , and the Jaccard Index (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) as similarity measure, respectively. The Dice coefficient is originally used by (Adar et al., 2009) to compute the differences between two versions of the same document over time. We use it to compute the differences between the content from two different elements.
ENTROPY aims to quantify the cohesiveness of the element's content via the Entropy measure (Bendersky et al., 2011) . Low values indicate a tendency for the content to cover a single topic.
LOGQTDR aims to capture a notion of the amount of ratings available via the logarithm of the number of ratings (Sill et al., 2009) .
PCR (Proportion of Common Ratings) aims to capture a notion of the size of the neighborhood via the concept of users in common and items in common. Users in common are those who ranked the same items that a user ranked and items in common are those that were ranked by the same users who ranked an item. PR (Proportion of Ratings) also aims to capture a notion of the amount of ratings available, as well as LOGQTDR. The difference is that it is not logarithmic, but a percentage.
GINI, PEARSON, PQMEAN, and SD aim to capture the rating values distribution, using the Gini Index (Hurley and Rickard, 2009) , the Pearson's Coefficient of Variation, the pq-mean metric (Hurley and Rickard, 2009) , and the Standard Deviation, respectively.
LOGDATER aims to capture a notion of time about the ratings via the logarithm of the number of distinct dates in which a user gave ratings or an item received ratings. Σ is the logarithm, δ is the number of distinct dates, and σ e consists of the selection of the ratings' dates for the element.
PRDATER (Proportion of Rating's Dates) also aims to capture a notion of time, as well as LOG-DATER. The difference is that it is not logarithmic, but a percentage.
We evaluate different combinations of attributes for all content meta-features in preliminary experiments and due to the correlation between their values we used all attributes in the final experiments produced in this work.
Individual Algorithms
The Individual algorithms used in this study were named as: (i) CF: purely CF algorithms and those using CB strategies to measure similarities, but a rating prediction is made using CF strategies; and (ii) CB: purely CB algorithms.
The set of CF algorithms explored in this work are provided by the MyMediaLite (Gantner et al., 2011) , including most of the state-of-the-art techniques, such as K-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Matrix Factorization, Singular Value Decomposition, and Asymmetric Factor Model (AFM).
A CB algorithm was implemented using Apache Lucene (McCandless et al., 2010) . The algorithm performs the indexing of the items' content, building the user profile from their known preferred item's content, and returning a list of ranked items defined by the similarity scores from user's profile and item's content. Thus, this algorithm does not perform rating predictions.
Hybrid Strategies
There are many strategies for hybridization (Burke, 2002) , but the few works that make use of metafeatures, are focused only on the Weighted strategy. In a Weighted HF system, a final score is obtained from a numerical combination of a set of features. The purpose of such system is to define weights to be applied to the features that minimize the prediction error.
Three weighted hybridization strategies were explored, the descriptions and equations which describe how the features are constructed for each strategy are shown below. Let S be the set of individual recommender scores and M be the set of meta-features extracted from the input data:
• Hybrid Recommender (HR): does not make use of meta-features, the features are defined using only the Individual Algorithms' scores. (Bao et al., 2009) , the features are built by the union of scores and meta-features.
• Feature-Weighted Linear Stacking (FWLS): defined by (Sill et al., 2009) , the features are built by products of scores and meta-features. The idea is to capture the nonlinear relationship between scores and meta-features in the process of building features, enabling the use of linear learning methods to obtain good results consuming less time and resources, since nonlinear methods are expensive.
The learning methods explored in this work to obtain the weights are: (i) Linear: Ridge Regression, Bayesian Ridge Regression, and Linear Support Vector Regression; (ii) Nonlinear: Random Forest and Gradient Boosted Regression Trees. These methods are available in Scikit-Learn (Pedregosa et al., 2012) . For FWLS only the linear learning is applied.
Basically, the difference between all the three strategies is the building of features. Thus, the comparison of HR with STREAM and FWLS will be used to answer whether the meta-features are useful for HF. The choice to use both STREAM and FWLS strategies was motivated by the fact that they have never been compared before and can have distinct behaviors for the different datasets and meta-features combinations.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A key issue in RS experimentation is the choice and production of the resources and in the definition of an efficient strategy to build significant results to make reliable conclusions. This section presents the resources and experimental design in four subsections. Subsection 4.1 presents the datasets. Subsection 4.2 describes the evaluation metrics. In Subsection 4.3 the scenarios experimented are defined. Finally, Subsection 4.4 describes the experimental strategy.
Datasets
The datasets used in the experiments are: Bookcrossing (Ziegler et al., 2005) , Jester (Goldberg et al., 2001) , and Movielens (1M) (Herlocker et al., 1999) . Table 3 lists some characteristics of these datasets. From Bookcrossing we have used only the explicit ratings and the rating values were normalized in the range of [0.0, 1.0] for all datasets to make the results comparable.
These datasets were selected because of their particular differences, such as application domains, number of elements, rating scales and sets of content. This aspects allows the evaluation and discussion of the results from diverse perspectives and make the conclusions more valuable.
Evaluation Metrics
We exploit a variety of evaluation criteria able to measure different aspects of recommendation including rating prediction errors and the quality of the list of recommended items (ranking measures). The ranking measures can be categorized in three classes: relevance, novelty, and diversity. All evaluation metrics explored are summarized in Table 4 . See (Gunawardana and Shani, 2009; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Vargas and Castells, 2011) for details.
To compute the evaluation metrics, we used the RankSys (Vargas and Castells, 2011) . We implemented RMSE using resources supplied by this framework. To define the topics considered in a-NDCG and to calculate the items distance in EPD and EILD we used the books' language and category for Bookcrossing, the movie's genres for Movielens, and the jokes' text content for Jester. Parameter α for a-NDCG was set at 0.5. The items considered relevant were those which received normalized ratings at least 0.67 for Bookcrossing, 0.60 for Jester, and 0, 75 for Movielens. These values are around the upper 40% 
Experimental Scenarios
Three different scenarios were defined to build the STREAM and FWLS features (Section 3.3): (S1) Using all meta-features; (S2) Selecting meta-features by computing the Spearman correlation value between pairs of meta-features, and whenever the absolute value is greater or equal to 0.8, the one that has the lower Coefficient of Variation is excluded; and (S3) Using only PR, due to the (Bao et al., 2009 )'s assertion.
Experimental Strategy
The experimental strategy is a k-folded crossvalidation procedure composed of the process shown in Algorithm 1. The first task (line 1) performs the selection of the k folds applying a stratified random sampling based on the number of users' ratings. Then, using the same sampling strategy, a percentage p of the data from each modeling data is selected (lines 2 to 5) to perform the algorithms tuning (p = 0.05 for Jester due to the number of ratings). Next, the tuning of the Individual algorithms (line 6) is performed using the irace (López-Ibáñez et al., 2016). Irace defines parameter settings and calls a nested cross-validation (i.e., within the own training set) procedure provided by the MyMediaLite. Irace performs the parameters' tuning for all selected tuning sub-samples simultaneously, selecting the set of parameter values which best fit for all sub-samples. For CB, preliminary experiments showed similar behavior for different configurations. Thus, to reduce time, we used a configuration with the Lucene's DefaultSimilarity and all content attributes.
Then, the tuned Individual algorithms scores and the meta-features are computed (lines 7 to 13). For each of the five folds, one fold is fixed to be used as testing in future task (line 18), and among the remaining folds (line 9), one is used for validation (line 10) the novelty considering the popularity of the items, then it measures the ability to recommend items from the "long tail". EPD III Expected Profile Distance is based on the notion of novelty for the target user, i.e. the distance of the recommended items to the items in the user profile. EILD IV Expected Intra-List Distance measures diversity based on the distances between recommended items. a-NDCG IV Alpha-NDCG is an adaptation of NDCG that takes into account the diversity of the recommended items, which is defined by the categorization of items in topics and in setting a degree of the importance for diversity. and the others are used for training (line 11) in different combinations. Next, the selection of meta-features (line 14) is accomplished for the running scenario rs as defined in Section 4.3. Then, the Weighted HF strategies parameters tuning is performed (line 15). The HF's features are built from the Individual algorithms' scores and meta-features processed before according to the definitions given in Section 3.3, considering only the tuning sub-samples. For this tuning process the randomized parameter optimization provided in the ScikitLearn (Pedregosa et al., 2012 ) is used. Finally, the last task consists of the computation of scores for the testing set and the analysis of results (lines 16 to 24). First, the selected meta-features are calculated for the modeling data (line 20). Next, the scores of the tuned Individual and HF algorithms are processed (lines 21 and 23). Finally, the evaluation metrics, described in Section 4.2, are calculated to perform the final analysis of the results (line 24). Such results are obtained by averaging each evaluation metric for each user in Top-K lists of recommendations (we explored varied values for K, and as expected, with the growth of K the statistical differences from results decrease. In Section 5 we present the K = 5 results). For comparison purposes, the Bootstrap Confidence Interval (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986) , is computed with 95% of confidence.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the results are presented and discussed in order to provide an analysis of the solutions in the three datasets and to obtain an answer to the following research question: are the meta-features really useful for hybridization when considering different evaluation criteria?
The experimental results are presented in three subsections. Subsection 5.1 shows an overall analysis considering all experimented solutions. In Subsection 5.2 the analysis is based in the best ranked solutions concerning each solution category being compared. Finally, in Subsection 5.3 some discussions about the results are presented.
Results Overview
As discussed before (Section 4.1) the three datasets are very diverse, making it difficult to execute all Individual algorithms in some cases. As an example, for Bookcrossing the kNN methods were not executed due to the large number of users and items, and for Jester users' kNN and AFM methods were not executed due to the large number of users and ratings. Figure 1 shows the heat maps of the evaluation metrics rankings for all solutions. For Bookcrossing we can observe many ties in all metrics except in RMSE and a great result for CB solution. This result can be explained by the number of ratings, users and items, i.e. there are many users and items and few ratings composing a much sparse scenario, damaging CF and HF, since their features are built with CF scores. However, the items' content is not scarce, favoring CB.
For Jester we can observe an opposite behavior. It is possible to identify best results for CF and HF solutions (with an apparent advantage for CF) and worse result for CB. Again, the behavior can be explained by the dataset characteristics. Jester has few items and many ratings, favoring CF. However, the content is limited only to the jokes text, damaging CB and HF, since their features are built with CB scores.
Finally, Movielens showed a different behavior from the other two datasets. HF shows the best results, despite not being better in all metrics. Again, the explanation can be done by the dataset's characteristics. Indeed, the dataset did not evidence benefits for CF or CB. The number of ratings, users, and items, and the content available seems to be balanced when compared with the other two datasets, which may favor HF.
Ranked Solutions Analysis
To produce a multicriteria evaluation we ranked the solutions using the sum of the Fractional rankings ("1 2.5 2.5 4") of each criterion. Table 5 shows the solutions chosen for all datasets.
For Bookcrossing, confirming the results overview, CB was best ranked, being placed first for all ranking measures. Only for NDCG and a-NDCG we can observe ties with other solutions, showing similar results when the position in the ranked list is considered. The most expressive CB results are in EPD, EILD and Precision, proving great performance for the three types of criteria (relevance, novelty, and diversity). Analyzing the other four approaches, it is observed a close contest, FWLS and HR were basically affected by the third place in EPC. Again, the dataset's characteristics explain this result, there are many users and items, few ratings, and many item's content.
For Jester, CF was the best ranked solution but it was not the winner for all measures. CF showed better results for RMSE and relevance measures and worse results for novelty and diversity. The CF winner was the items' kNN. This result can be explained by the large number of ratings and low number of items, so, all items have many ratings, favoring items' kNN.
For Movielens, HF was best ranked in relation to CF and CB. FWLS was best ranked due to a more regular performance, being in the first place for RMSE and relevance measures and in the second place for novelty and diversity measures, demonstrating an intense competition.
Finally, analyzing only HF for all datasets to answer our research question, we can observe that when there are no ties, FWLS and/or STREAM are better than HR in all criteria except for a-NDCG, proving the utility of meta-features in hybrid RS solutions when considering different evaluation criteria. The a-NDCG metric evaluates the diversity considering the ranking position, which may indicate that the use of meta-features did not promote diverse items on the top of the recommendations. Considering the scenarios, S1 was best ranked for Bookcrossing and Jester, and S3 was better for Movielens, which may indicate that the meta-feature selection used was not useful and the (Bao et al., 2009 )'s assertion is not universal. Finally, comparing FWLS and STREAM we can observe that STREAM was best ranked only for Bookcrossing, showing that FWLS really obtains good results spending less time and resources by using nonlinear methods.
Discussions
The experimental results showed distinct behaviors. For a context in which we have a sparse rating matrix and a rich content available (i.e. Bookcrossing) Table 5 : Best solutions from each RS strategy. For FWLS and STREAM we show the scenario in parentheses. For evaluation metrics we show the Dense raking ("1 2 2 3") of the solutions in parentheses for better visualization. The best solutions are in bold. There are no RMSE results for CB, since it did not produce rating predictions. For comparison purposes we applied a 5-folded cross-validation procedure and computed the Bootstrap Confidence Interval (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986) However, when the context has a more balanced number of ratings and items' content (i.e. Movielens), HF proved to be the best option. These results reinforce the relevance of the input data characteristics, as discussed in previous works, and the need to evaluate all possible solutions to make good choices, since HF remains not omnipotent, despite the improvements provided by meta-features. It is important to mention that HF can be improved with feature selection possibly changing the best choices. Concerning the main objective of this work, which is to identify if the use of meta-features is really useful for hybridization when considering different evaluation criteria, we can observe that, for all datasets, the FWLS and STREAM were better ranked than the HR solution. This observation is useful to show the utility of the meta-features to improve the HF results for different evaluation criteria. It is worth mentioning that all hybrid methods experimented aim only to minimize the rating prediction error, without explicitly considering other criteria.
The definition of useful meta-features depends on the application domain and the available solutions (Bao et al., 2009) . Thus, the results we found in this work are useful to draw some conclusions and to guide the application in other domains and/or resources encouraging the use of meta-features to improve recommendation results. We believe that the use of multi-objective methods using the metafeatures as additional input data can produce great results, promoting intriguing research possibilities for future works.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we made a comprehensive analysis of the use of meta-features (the input data characteristics) in Hybrid Filtering Systems using different approaches and strategies over a variety of evaluation criteria. We explored Collaborative Filtering, Content-Based, and three weighted hybrid strategies. We defined a diverse set of meta-features used as additional input data into two of the hybrid strategies. These meta-features are able to capture different characteristics of the data, both in relation to the ratings provided as well as the content of the items.
Our main objective was to analyze the behavior of hybridization when using meta-features to improve results according to multiple evaluation criteria. In our experiments we observed that the use of metafeatures was useful to improve some criteria without significant degradation of others as well as to highlight the importance of exploring different alternatives to achieve better results.
Many possibilities can be explored in future works. First, we can explore feature selection to improve the hybrid results. Second, we can evaluate the impact of each meta-feature to better understand their significance in final results. We can also explore meta-features extracted from individual algorithms, such as risk sensitivity, to further improve the hybrid results. Finally, the most relevant issue, we can explore multi-objective methods that take into account many objectives simultaneously, other than rating prediction accuracy, to obtain even more expressive results.
